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CA SS CO UN T Y CO U RT & P R E T R I A L S E R V ICE S
“Serving the community by using evidencebased practices and needs-based supervision
that prioritizes public safety, maximizes court
appearance and reduces recidivism, while
protecting the presumption of innocence.”

standards. Currently, with expansion, the jail is at 77%
capacity. It is estimated that without Pretrial Services the
jail would already be at 91% capacity with the new
expansion, proving the continued need for and
relevancy of the program in relation to maintaining the
jail population.

CURRENT OVERVIEW:
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JAIL EXPANSION:

￼

This past month, the long awaited Jail Expansion Project
was completed. As of June 1, 2022, inmates were
transferred to the new side. The Cass County Jail is now
a 384 bed facility, but it is noted that any population
over 307 inmates is considered overcapacity per IDOC
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33
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21
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10
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2
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Using the $40 daily per diem used to house an inmate
outside the jail, Pretrial Services is currently diverting
$2,560 daily in county incarceration expenses. As
noted previously, we served 63 clients (64 cases) for a
total of 1,570 days in May, for an estimated monthly
cost savings of $61,400. Cass County Court & Pretrial
Services has already diverted over $400,000 in
incarceration expenses this year.
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Currently, Pretrial Services has 64 active clients, 68
cases, and we served a total of 60 clients in May for a
total number of 1,535 days. Our current caseload is
48% felony charged, while 13% of clients are being
supervised with the special condition of electronic
monitoring. 43 arrestee evaluations and
recommendations, with IRAS-PATs, were completed in
the past month, a 72% increase and we had 25 new
intakes, a 67% increase. CCCPS had 4 clients
successfully complete the program.

Monthly Clients Served 12 Month Trend Analysis
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Cass County Court & Pretrial Services continues to see
increased growth, illustrated by a 17% increase in
clients served in the past year. As of the date of this
report, CCCPS has served 134 clients in 2022, 72% of
the total population served in 2021. We also are
excited to announce that we enrolled our 350th client
in May and expect to enroll our 375th client this week.
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JAIL ANALYSIS:

PERFORMANCE METRICS:

The June Jail Analysis showed that 17% of inmates are
classified as Pre-Adjudication/Pretrial. 55% of the
population classified as pre-adjudication have an out-ofcounty warrant that excludes them from the pretrial
release program. We continue to see an increase in
arrestees that identify as High Risk on the IRAS-PAT, that
have multiple cases resulting in bond revocations or outof-county warrants, with 34% of inmates with pending
causes having multiple cases. To further maximize release
without jeopardizing public safety, CCCPS now evaluates
this population at the request of the court.

All our performance metrics have remained stable and
fall above or within State Standards.
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RISK & OFFENSE
TYPE ANALYSIS :
Risk Analysis:
Trends show that 5% of active
clients have been identified
through the IRAS-PAT as High
Risk, 56% as Moderate Risk, and
39% as Low Risk.

Offense Type Analysis:
Analysis shows that 27% of
offenses are drug and alcohol
related, 25% are traffic
offenses, 20% are crimes
against persons, 8% property
related, 0% weapon related,
9% public health and admin.,
and 11% fall into the other
category

Supervision Analysis:

•33% of active participants

are being supervised at Level 3 (High) Supervision,
with weekly reporting.

• 19% of active clients have needs where supervised
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release was in the best interest of the county and the
clients, including several clients with chronic illnesses/
intellectual disabilities and one terminal illness.

• 8 clients are being supervised with electronic
monitoring facilitated by Cass/Pulaski Community
Corrections.
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Appearance Rate:
the percentage of defendants
who attended all court hearings
during their pretrial period

Safety Rate:
the percentage of defendants who
were not charged with a new
offense during their pretrial period

84%

17%

Success Rate:
the percentage of defendants
who have not received a
violation, FTA, or new offense
while under supervision

Violation Rate:
the percentage of defendants
who received a violation;
pending violations are included
in calculations

COURT SERVICES & JRAC:

48%

The Cass County JRAC Council will
resume meeting in June to begin
work on our system goals and
community supervision
Voluntary Program
metrics. Juvenile Probation
Participation Rate:
has successfully taken the
the percentage of clients
necessary steps to begin
participating in voluntary
reporting their performance
programming and services
metrics soon. We are also
gratefully excited to announce
we were awarded an
additional $42,562.47 from
IOCS to install 5 interactive
smart screen kiosks as part of
the Court Technology Grant.
We hope to have the project
completed within the next 6-8
weeks. Installation of the new
emergency duress system &
expansion of surveillance
cameras funded via the Court
Reform Security Grant is close
to completion.
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Prepared June 15, 2022, Hillary Hartoin, Director

